
Peer mentoring

This topic is designed to help pupils develop the skills that they will need to support others, particularly through
schemes such as peer mentoring or ‘buddying’. It will provide an opportunity to explore a range of strategies and
techniques that will help others to solve their own problems both within relationships and with learning.

All pupils might benefit from this topic as it develops their skills of self-awareness, empathy and communication, and
contributes towards an effective personal portfolio.

It is anticipated that this topic will support schools developing their own systems and approaches to peer mentoring and
‘buddying’. However, the pupils will be self-referring and may have undergone a selection process. This might include
applying to take part in a scheme and interviews.

This topic is designed to help young people to:

• understand and value the role of a peer mentor or ‘buddy’
• recognise and develop their own mentoring skills
• develop the skills and confidence to mentor others
• listen actively
• resolve conflict.

Session 1

Theme: Theme 1: Learning to be together - Social skills and empathy

Topics: Peer mentoring

Overall
learning

outcomes:

31. I can work out how people are feeling through their words, body language, gestures and tone,
and pay attention to them.

34. I can listen empathically to others, and have a range of strategies for responding effectively in
ways that can help others feel better.

38. I recognise and take account of my feelings of empathy and act on them by considering the
needs and feelings of others.

Session
number: 1

Year group: 7

Learning
outcomes: TO aquire and apply simple models to rationalise others behaviours and motivations.

Group
specific

outcomes:
Better cooperation and communication in break times.
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Resources
description:

This is a series of five PHSCE lessons for KS2 to promote self-knowledge and relationships that
promote respect, empathy, co-operation and self esteem.

It is the first step in setting up peer mediation and will help the deputy to consider appointing
mediators and how this project might run.

The scheme is derived from an accessible theory of personality and group dynamics, which is also a
therapeutic method’ developed mainly by Eric Berne. It is designed to help us realise our full
potential ‘to act spontaneously in a rational and trustworthy way with decent consideration for
others’. This scheme draws specifically on the work done in schools by Giles Barrow In the weeks
before each class has been asked what are the problems in the playground and what games are
played that make people feel included and enjoy playtime. These are being recorded and will be
learnt in the |Game section in each lesson.

Each worksheet will be collected and made up into a book for each child. The last page will be a
questionnaire and certificate

In the week before the sessions the class should become familiar with some traditional fairy stories,
preferably groups of 4 should choose one which they can enact in five minutes.

These lessons will follow a whole school assembly on ‘Tina and Tim’.

Rules for the sessions are:

1. You are responsible for your own learning
2. People can think for themselves; let them
3. Be honest. own your own feelings, don’t make other people feel them
4. Watch for changes and celebrate them

Resources: Resource for all 5 sessions

Warm up/
starter:

Lesson 1 Hallo! I’m here! Being recognised and supported [self esteem and achievement]

Introduction. Expectations, rules and contract with headteacher, mid day supervisors and children

Learning Intention to recognises and give strokes. Active listening and reflecting back

Core activity:

Activity: Feedback from classes was that children get upset and disruptive when left out. Gold coins
as units of recognition

Pairs talk about how others words and actions make us feel.

Describe types of strokes. Explain why we need strokes

Worksheet ‘Introducing Strokes.

Children in pairs identify positve and negative strokes for doing and being.

Game

Plenary:
Plenary What are specific affirmations for promoting co-operation in the playground? Worksheet by
Rosie Barrow [age 10]. Children choose affirmations [available from pack by Giles Barrow] that
would help themselves and how to use them

Applying
learning: The last page of the resources is an evaluation sheet that can be used as the sixth session
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Are there any
third party

materials in
your learning
opportunity?:

Yes

Please list
the title,

author and
publisher of

any
publications

used:

Giles Barrow; the TA toolkit, available from www.crackingbehaviour.com (link opens in new window)

What was the
extent and
purpose of

use?:

In an inner London school, one lesson per week for six weeks for both year 6 classes

Have
parental

permission
forms been
signed for
any pupils

work or
images?:

Not applicable

Session 2

Theme: Theme 1: Learning to be together - Social skills and empathy

Topics: Peer mentoring

Overall learning outcomes:
33. I can see the world from other people’s points of view, can feel the same
emotion as they are feeling and take account of their intentions, preferences and
beliefs.

Session number: 2

Year group:

Learning outcomes:

Group specific outcomes: Learning Intention not to blame unconditional positive regard, body language.

Resources description: Lesson 2 Life positions
Learning Intention not to blame unconditional positive regard, body language.

Resources: Resource for all 5 sessions

Warm up/starter:
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Core activity:

Lesson 2 Life positions

Learning Intention not to blame unconditional positive regard, body language.

Activity. Place the characters; worried despairing bossy, content

Conflict view.

• -+ get away from. negative harmful to relationships,.
• - - get nowhere. Ignore conflict
• +- get rid of. The school says detention
• ++ get on with use conflict to learn

On sheet of A4, [worksheet ‘windows on the world]], draw how you feel, think and
act in each position when you see a conflict [face, think bubble, words and action].
Fill in clues on what one might do [e.g. Get away from]

Game

Plenary: guided image of dealing with an argument from ++ position. Feedback
from volunteers

Ask class to think of fairy tales for tomorrow’s session.

Plenary:

Plenary: guided image of dealing with an argument from ++ position. Feedback
from volunteers

Ask class to think of fairy tales for tomorrow’s session.

Applying learning:

Are there any third party
materials in your learning

opportunity?:

Please list the title, author
and publisher of any
publications used:

What was the extent and
purpose of use?:

Have parental permission
forms been signed for any
pupils work or images?:

Session 3

Theme: Theme 1: Learning to be together - Social skills and empathy

Topics: Peer mentoring
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Overall learning outcomes: 31. I can work out how people are feeling through their words, body
language, gestures and tone, and pay attention to them.

Session number: 3

Year group:

Learning outcomes:
Lesson 3 The drama triangle
Learning Intention: not to persecute or rescue Open questioning,
challenging

Group specific outcomes:

Resources description: The drama triange, like the other models is available in the resource
sheet from session 1

Resources: Resource for all 5 sessions

Warm up/starter:

Core activity: Activity. Groups of 4 enact familiar fairy stories and note switches
Pairs list characters in favourite story and note role switches

Plenary: Plenary: The winners triangle, voice, responsibility and power

Applying learning:

Are there any third party materials in your
learning opportunity?: No

Please list the title, author and publisher
of any publications used:

What was the extent and purpose of use?:

Have parental permission forms been
signed for any pupils work or images?:

Session 4

Theme: Theme 1: Learning to be together - Social skills and empathy

Topics: Peer mentoring

Overall learning outcomes: 38. I recognise and take account of my feelings of empathy and act
on them by considering the needs and feelings of others.

Session number: 4
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Year group:

Learning outcomes: To maintain a 'here and now' perspective, while understanding the
strong feelings that you might feel

Group specific outcomes:

Resources description:

Resources: Resource for all 5 sessions

Warm up/starter:

Core activity:

Activity. replay a common argument through labelled positions of
Parent Adult or Child..
Two Worksheets: ‘learning about how to get along with other people,
drawing bossy parent, caring parent.

GB child and Adult.

Using scenario card form a box of feelings, overlay thin paper and
draw transactions and what each might be saying.

Pairs discuss situations where they were in PAC

Game

Plenary:

Applying learning:

Are there any third party materials in your
learning opportunity?: No

Please list the title, author and publisher
of any publications used:

What was the extent and purpose of use?:

Have parental permission forms been
signed for any pupils work or images?: Not applicable

Session 5

Theme: Theme 1: Learning to be together - Social skills and empathy

Topics: Peer mentoring

Overall learning
outcomes:

31. I can work out how people are feeling through their words, body language,
gestures and tone, and pay attention to them.

33. I can see the world from other people’s points of view, can feel the same emotion
as they are feeling and take account of their intentions, preferences and beliefs.
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Session number: 5

Year group:

Learning outcomes:
Lesson 5 Real feelings or learnt feelings?
Learning Intention: empathy for others feelings, thinking what might help, goal setting,
being open and genuine.

Group specific outcomes:

Resources description:

Resources: Resource for all 5 sessions

Warm up/starter:

Core activity:

As infants certain feelings were encouraged. We got used to them and our Adapted
Child learnt ways of keeping them coming to protect us from strange feelings, [called a
protection racket] However, they are often not useful in the present situations.

We all know children who seem angry all the time.

Activity; mask of external behaviour and overt feelings. Think bubble of real feelings,
oval of helpful affirmation or reassurance needed

Pairs exchange stories of conflict , listener feedbacks and says it seems as if you
felt…. Can you identify your own life position?

Game

Plenary: Plenary: keeping out of a racket by asking for and giving straight strokes, being
honest, following the rules of these sessions

Applying learning:

Are there any third party
materials in your learning

opportunity?:

Please list the title, author
and publisher of any
publications used:

What was the extent and
purpose of use?:

Have parental permission
forms been signed for

any pupils work or
images?:

Not applicable
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